Week 1 May 27 Tuesday INTRODUCTION to Course
Chapter 1: ORIENTATION TO PERSONALITY: THE FACES WE WEAR
Class Activity: First Look at Assessing Personality
Lab Activity #1: Getting To Know You
Lab Activity #2: Personal Data & Consent Form

May 28 Wednesday Chapter 2: DATA, METHODS & TOOLS
Class Activity: C & B Sh Scale
Lab Activity: Theory, Hypothesis, Experimental Research

May 29 Thursday PART I: THE TRAIT-DISPOSITIONAL LEVEL
Chapter 3: TYPES AND TRAITS
Class Activity: Celestial Dispositions
Lab Activity: NEO-PI based on the Five-Factor Model

***** Submit Information on Film and Character Chosen for Paper*****

June 02 Monday Chapter 4: THE EXPRESSIONS OF DISPOSITION
Class Activity: Em Scale
Lab Activity: Comrey Personality Scales (CPS)

Week 2 June 03 Tuesday PART II: THE BIOLOGICAL LEVEL
Chapter 5: HEREDITY AND PERSONALITY
Class Activity: BIS/BAS Exercise
Lab Activity: DABS & QOLI

***** THE CONTENTS OF THIS SYLLABUS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE *****
(If any changes are made, they will be announced in lecture)
### June 04  Wednesday  
**Chapter 6:** *BRAIN, EVOLUTION, AND PERSONALITY*
- **Class Activity:** Mate Selection
- **Lab Activity:** PSI & CSI

### June 05  Thursday  
**Chapter 6:** *BRAIN, EVOLUTION, AND PERSONALITY*
- **Class Activity:** ???
- **Lab Activity:** No Lab in SH363 (Instead Library research or see Dr. G. in ST335)

### June 09  Monday  
**EXAM #1: CHAPTERS 1-6**  
**PART III: THE PSYCHODYNAMIC-MOTIVATIONAL LEVEL**
- **Chapter 7:** *PSYCHODYNAMIC THEORIES: FREUD’S CONCEPTIONS*
  - **Class Activity:** Freudian Principle Statements
  - **Lab Activity:** Possible Personifications & QDI

### Week 3  June 10  Tuesday  
**Chapter 7:** *PSYCHODYNAMIC THEORIES: FREUD’S CONCEPTIONS*
- **Class Activity:** Rorschach Inkblot Demonstration
- **Lab Activity:** WIAS or GRCS

### June 11  Wednesday  
**Chapter 8:** *PSYCHODYNAMIC APPLICATIONS AND PROCESSES*
- **Class Activity:** Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) Demonstration
- **Lab Activity:** Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI)

### June 12  Thursday  
**Chapter 9:** *POST-FREUDIAN PSYCHODYNAMICS*
- **Class Activity:** ???
- **Lab Activity:** No Lab in SH363 (Instead Library research or see Dr. G. in ST335)

### June 16  Monday  
**Chapter 9:** *POST-FREUDIAN PSYCHODYNAMICS*
- **Class Activity:** ???
- **Lab Activity:** TRIOS & I-E R

**** THE CONTENTS OF THIS SYLLABUS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE ****
(If any changes are made, they will be announced in lecture)
Week 4  June 17  Tuesday  PART IV: THE BEHAVIORAL-CONDITIONAL LEVEL
Chapter 10: BEHAVIORAL CONCEPTIONS
Class Activity: Distinguishing Punishment and Positive/Negative Reinforcement
Lab Activity: BSRI

June 18  Wednesday  Chapter 10: BEHAVIORAL CONCEPTIONS
Class Activity: Sample Behavioral Problems
Lab Activity: SSCI & MAC-P

June 19  Thursday  Chapter 11: ANALYZING AND MODIFYING BEHAVIOR
Class Activity: Systematic Desensitization
Lab Activity: No Lab in SH363 (Instead Library research or see Dr. G. in ST335)

June 23  Monday  EXAM #2  CHAPTERS 7-11
PART V: THE PHENOMENOLOGICAL-HUMANISTIC LEVEL
Chapter 12: PHENOMENOLOGICAL-HUMANISTIC CONCEPTIONS
Class Activity: ?????
Lab Activity: CFSEI & SES

Week 5  June 24  Tuesday  Chapter 13: THE INTERNAL VIEW
PART VI: THE SOCIAL-COGNITIVE LEVEL
Class Activity: The Influences of Cognition on Behavior
Lab Activity: MEIM

June 25  Wednesday  Chapter 14: SOCIAL COGNITIVE CONCEPTIONS
Chapter 15: SOCIAL COGNITIVE PROCESSES
Class Activity: ?????
Lab Activity: CCAI

June 26  Thursday  Guest Speaker: Dr. David Gorton, Gestalt Therapy & Training Center
(Remember to take notes: Questions will be on final exam!)
Lab Activity: No Lab in SH363 (Instead Library research or see Dr. G. in ST335)

**** THE CONTENTS OF THIS SYLLABUS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE ****
(If any changes are made, they will be announced in lecture)
June 30 Monday  EXAM #3  CHAPITERS 12-15
Chapter 16:  THE PERSONALITY SYSTEM: INTEGRATING THE LEVELS
Class Activity:  ?????
Lab Activity:  MEIM

Week 6  July 1  Tuesday  Chapter 17:  SELF-REGULATION: FROM GOAL PURSUIT - GOAL ATTAINMENT
Video:  Classic Delay Paradigm
* Make-Up Lab (Last Chance to earn a grade of ‘A’ in Lab)

* MOVIE CHARACTER ANALYSIS PAPERS DUE TODAY!!! *

July 02  Wednesday  Chapter 18:  PERSONALITY IN ITS SOCIAL CONTEXT AND CULTURE
* Make-Up Lab (Last Chance to earn a grade of ‘A’ in Lab)

July 03  Thursday  Class Presentations
No Lab in SH363 (Instead Library research or see Dr. G. in ST335)

July 07  Monday  Class Presentations
No Lab in SH363 (Instead Library research or see Dr. G. in ST335)

July 08  Tuesday  FINAL EXAM (CUMMULATIVE)  Chapters 1-18
* LAB PAPERS DUE TODAY*

**** THE CONTENTS OF THIS SYLLABUS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE ****
(If any changes are made, they will be announced in lecture)